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Pretoria, 1/iii/33.

The Rector,

Archaeological Investigations on "Greifswald".

(1) Publicity.

(2) Three reports from Royal Mint.

With regard to the above, Mr. Paver, acting Editor of the "Star", has undertaken, on behalf of the Argus Co. group of newspapers, to pay the University £25 down for priority rights to official information. (He was clearly warned that we could not be responsible for unofficial leakages.)

Further the Argus Co. agree to pay us another £25, should the excavations yield something "worth while" or important in future.

Mr. Paver also undertook to send pictures and letter press to the "Illustrated London News" and some Continental papers and to hand over to us whatever seems may be obtained for this. He could not guarantee anything, however, since the decision would not be in his hands.

N.B. (This is very generous, and if any money is received from this source, it will be practically a gift from him and should be so acknowledged).

Paver is submitting all his matter to me before publication.

He does not think anything (money) could be made out of the Broadcasting Co. They are parasitic, like Reuter's, — using expired copyright news.

I enclose three reports from the Royal Mint, of which you may want copies.

Please return originals to me.

L.F.
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